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Abstract
Grey literature exists on a spectrum between, at the one
end, ephemera and, at the other, books and journal
publishing. It has long played a role in research
communication. General trends concerning digitalisation
and government policy have tended to raise the profile
of grey literature. For further impetus, developments in
soft (‘intellective’) infrastructure are required and,
indeed,
have
already
been
occurring.
Such
developments concern bibliography, citation, discovery,
quality assurance, and retrieval, together with the
development of organisational alliances. The overall
implication is that researchers need to include grey
literature in their communication strategies. This in turn
has implications for the training and development of
researchers, specifically in relation to the production of
grey literature, the formulation of funding proposals,
and the development of alliances. Finally, it is proposed
that replacing the term ‘grey literature’ with ‘silver
literature’ would help to better convey the value of such
literature.
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Context
The term ‘grey literature’ (in American English, ‘gray
literature’) is well known amongst certain communities
of practice – principally, information scientists and
librarians ‒ and various disciplines, such as archaeology
and health. More widely, though, the term tends to be
much less familiar and to lack resonance.
Yet even when the term lacks resonance, the
phenomenon to which it refers may be significant. The
argument of this white paper is that the tide on which
grey literature floats is rising. By this phrase we refer not
merely to the volume of grey literature but also, more
importantly, to its value. As a result, it’s no exaggeration
to say that, in the world of research communication,
grey literature now plays a strategic role.
What is grey literature? What role does it play? What
accounts for the rising tide? In particular, what are the
factors, which we term ‘infrastructural’, that are
supporting further development? And what implications
does all this have? These are the questions to which this
paper responds.
The paper concludes with recommendations for various
stakeholders (researchers and researcher developers
especially) involved with grey literature. The
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recommendations focus on communication strategy and
the infrastructure that supports grey literature.
What drives this paper most is a sense that the
phenomenon of grey literature has been underappreciated and now requires greater attention,
especially from researchers and researcher developers.
We hope that Research communication and grey
literature: a rising tide will help to focus such attention
and foster debate.
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What is grey literature?
Various definitions of ‘grey literature’ have been
proposed. One is that grey literature consists of
literature, the production of which is not controlled by
commercial publishers.
A second definitional approach has been to focus on
genre. Genres such as booklets, dissertations, leaflets,
patents, standards, reports, standalone indexes, and
white papers, have conventionally fallen under the term
‘grey literature’.
A third, less prominent, approach has focused on
distribution. The distribution of grey literature has been
characterised as relatively unsystematic, existing outside
the orbit of booksellers, wholesalers, and library
suppliers.
All of these approaches are imperfect. With regard to
the first: what counts as a commercial publisher? And
why does the provenance of a work, rather than its
nature, matter? With regard to the second, there is a
lack of consensus concerning genres. The term
‘literature’ implies something that is read – by which
criterion genres such as podcasts and vlogs could not
count as grey literature. But do such forms not represent
the reincarnation of traditional forms, such as essays? If
the printed text of a lecture is deemed to count as grey
literature, how about a recording of the event? And with
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regard to the third approach, distribution via the
internet ‒ for example via downloads ‒ has blurred the
distinction between the distribution channels of various
forms of publishing.
Rather than add to the variety of definitions, we here
seek merely to characterise grey literature in order to
indicate what kind of thing we have in mind for the
purposes of this paper.
Imagine a researcher going to a conference. Consider
the types of artefacts involved. Perhaps they register for
the conference on the basis of a flyer they’ve picked up
at a previous event. We’ll call the flyer artefact #1. Let’s
say that they register online and are emailed a receipt
(#2), together with a ticket or a badge (#3) to gain
admission. At the start of the event they may be given
some form of programme, which may consist of nothing
more than a few sheets of A4 stapled together (#4) or,
on the other hand, a substantial booklet (#5) containing
such items as speaker bios and perhaps even a couple of
short introductory essays by notable commentators.
During the sessions speakers may distribute handouts
(#6), while after the event they may publish slide decks
(#7) online. In due course a volume of proceedings (#8),
containing the conference papers or presentations in
more polished form, may emerge. Alternatively, the
organisers may propose to a book publisher the creation
of an edited monograph (#9) in which chapters are
based on papers given at the conference. And some
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presenters may choose to work their conference papers
into fully-fledged journal papers (#10).
Now, as a mental experiment, let us suppose that we
convene a panel of commentators, drawn from various
communities of practice involved with grey literature,
and ask them which of the above artefacts should count
as grey literature.
Let’s start at the bottom of the list of artefacts and work
upwards. There would be consensus that #9 and #10 do
not constitute grey literature. A major function of the
term ‘grey literature’ has been to differentiate other
genres from books and journals. #8 would typically be
counted as an example of grey literature, though it can
be difficult to delineate the distinction between
proceedings and books. There would probably be
consensus that #7, #6, and #5 constitute grey literature.
Most people would discount #2 and #3 as mere
ephemera – and perhaps #1 too. But what about #4 – is
it an example of grey literature or ephemera? Consensus
might prove difficult to achieve.
Overall, we might say that grey literature exists in the
middle of a spectrum running from, at the one end,
books and journals to, at the other, ephemera. This is
the conception that we employ for the rest of this paper.
As a consequence, we pay little attention to provenance
and distribution, at least as definitional criteria.
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Traditional role of grey literature
The place of grey literature in research communication
has long been established. Many print forms have
frequently been used for the purposes of dissemination.
Such forms include reports, white papers, theses,
dissertations, lectures, booklets, pamphlets, and
teaching materials.
Many reasons lie behind the decision to publish in such
forms. The publication may represent some form of
interim report – the findings communicated may be
incomplete, exploratory, or tentative. Or the publication
may be small scale, as in the case of a standalone study
of a single project – an archaeological excavation, for
example. Or the audience might be so distinct,
identifiable, and reachable that no general distribution is
required – as when, for example, a society sends to
subscribing members a series of reports.
The value of such forms of publication has often been
twofold. First, they act as a vehicle for disseminating
research. And, second, they function as a staging post
on the way to ‘full’ publication. The text of a working
paper, for example, may be tightened up in the light of
feedback and then repurposed as a fully-fledged journal
paper. Or a set of teaching resources may be worked up
over the years until they may be repurposed as a
textbook or how-to book.
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Digitalisation
Unsurprisingly, digitalisation has transformed the
landscape of grey literature. We won’t here attempt to
itemise all the changes – that would be a mammoth
task. Rather, the discussion below focuses on a few
developments that have made a distinctive mark on
research. At the same time, it aims to indicate something
of the scope of change.
First, digitalisation has spawned a number of new
genres. Examples include:
o

Slide decks

o

Web content (including downloads such as PDFs)

o

Podcasts

o

Video

o

Datasets (as publications).

To some extent such genres perform functions
comparable to those of traditional genres. A podcast, for
example, may perform a function similar to either an
essay or a lecture. But digitalisation also extends the
functions of grey literature by, for example, making data
manipulable.
Overall, digitalisation has tended to increase the value to
researchers of grey literature as a publishing option.
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Where, for example, print is removed from the process,
the costs of production and distribution fall. As a result,
some works become viable that otherwise would not be.
Furthermore, the shelf-life of grey literature has in effect
been extended. Traditional forms of grey literature have
often proved difficult to archive and awkward to retrieve.
For example, printed materials such as booklets,
pamphlets, and leaflets come in all shapes and sizes and
cannot be displayed vertically on bookshelves. As a
result there was, before digitalisation, a tendency for
works of grey literature in effect to disappear shortly
after initial distribution. Now the work itself, or at least a
reference to it, is likely to be preserved online.
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Policy
Alongside digitalisation, there have been changes in
science and research policy. As public investment in
research institutes and universities has increased, so
policy-makers have sought to identify and encourage
public benefits from such investment. A case in point
has been the UK, where researchers face pressure from
two directions to provide and document such benefits.
First, research councils that fund research require
proposals for research funding to specify the expected
benefits of the projects for stakeholders outside the
research sector itself. Such stakeholders include
business, the public sector, the third sector, educators,
and the public.
Second, decisions concerning funding of research
institutions are made in part on the basis of evaluation
of completed projects. In the UK the main mechanism
for this is the Research Excellence Framework (REF).
Included in the REF’s evaluation is a consideration of the
impact of research on the stakeholders identified above.
To this end, research institutions are required to submit
case studies, documenting how their research has
benefited these stakeholders.
An implication of such developments in policy is that
there is a need on the part of research institutions to
develop effective means of communicating with the
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range of stakeholders. By no means all such
communication will be via publication. Other channels,
such as networking, consultancy, and workshops, are
available. But not everything can be done via direct
contact: publication clearly has a massive role to play.
A standard form of research publication consists of
peer-reviewed journal papers. Yet typically such papers
are read primarily by other researchers. To other groups
of stakeholders the genre is often off-putting. Even
when the problem of expensive paywalls is circumvented
by open access policies, such publications can appear
inaccessible. Because the genre has evolved primarily to
meet the needs of scholars, it is no surprise that papers
more often than not prove inaccessible to other groups.
The obstacles to access are well known: they include lack
of access to databases with which to search for papers;
habitual use of jargon; the privileging of scholarly
language, often derived from classical languages,
remote from vernacular forms; and complex syntax.
A second standard form of research publication consists
of monographs (that is, high-level, specialist, scholarly
books). This form presents similar obstacles to
stakeholders beyond the research sector. In particular,
such books have to be priced for acquisition by
academic libraries, rather than individual purchase.
The implication for researchers is clear. Research
communications strategies designed to connect with the
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stakeholders who represent the intended beneficiaries of
research cannot consist wholly of the standard forms.
Such strategies need to include more diverse offerings.
They need, that is, to include grey literature.
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Infrastructure: concepts
Infrastructure is typically developed as a means to an
end. If, for example, a municipality builds a multi-storey
car park, this will not be because it desires such a
building in its own right – in the way that it might desire,
say, a park. Rather, it’s because people use cars in the
course of their daily lives – in order to get to work, say,
or visit a hospital – and need somewhere to leave them
whilst they attend to their business (or pleasure).
Conventionally, the term ‘infrastructure’ has referred to
hardware – to such objects as railway lines, motorways,
airports, servers, and power lines. A similar usage within
the research sector applies to such facilities as the UK’s
Diamond Light Source and the Large Hadron Collider at
CERN.
In recent years, however, ‘infrastructure’ has come
increasingly to include soft infrastructure. In the process,
three specific ways have emerged of conceptualising
soft infrastructure with regard to research.
First, the concept of knowledge infrastructure (KI) has
been developed. For example, in 2012 and 2020 the
Alfred P. Sloan Foundation hosted workshops on this
topic. The report from the first workshop characterised
KI as ‘Robust networks of people, artefacts, and
institutions that generate, share, and maintain specific
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knowledge’.1 It added that, under this definition,
knowledge
infrastructures
include
‘individuals,
organizations, routines, shared norms, and practices’.2
A specific focus of the report’s discussion was the
changing nature of publishing processes. It argued that
Historically, knowledge institutions depended on
costly, hierarchically organized forms of
credentialing, certification, and publishing. These
set severe limits not only on outputs (in the form
of published articles, books, etc.) but also on who
could count as a valid participant in knowledge
assessment practices such as peer review. Today,
these mechanisms are challenged on all fronts.
Much less costly modes of publication permit the
early release and broad dissemination of all data
and models used in science.3
A second concept to have emerged is that of ‘thinking
infrastructure’ (TI). For example, Kornberger and others
have proposed
the notion of thinking infrastructures to consider
a broad range of phenomena that structure

Edwards, Paul N., and others. Knowledge
infrastructures: intellectual frameworks and research
challenges, p. 13.
2
Edwards, p. 13.
3
Edwards, p. 15.
1
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attention, shape decision-making and guide
cognition such as rankings, ratings and
algorithms. To speak of ‘investments’ in thinking
infrastructures refers to more than direction of
wealth into a particular economic activity. Rather,
we think of what Thévenot (1984) termed
‘investments in form’: concepts, classifications,
categorizations,
commensurations
and
4
evaluations.
A third concept is that of quality infrastructure. For
example, in a blog post entitled ‘What is quality
infrastructure?’ Harmes-Liedtke introduces this concept
as follows:
We want to start by saying that the term does
not mean the quality of infrastructures such as
roads, ports or power grids. There is no doubt
that Quality Infrastructure services are used for
the quality assurance of pieces of physical
infrastructure, but the meaning of the term goes
much further. We use the term to explain the
hard and software required to assure the quality
of products and services.5

Kornberger, Martin, and others. Thinking
infrastructures, p. 1.
5
Harmes-Liedtke, Ulrich. ‘What is quality infrastructure?’
4
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In our view, the term ‘infrastructure of quality’ (IoQ)
would be preferable to ‘quality infrastructure’ in order to
make clear the distinction that Harmes-Liedtke
articulates here.
A report by the United Nations Industrial Development
Organization characterises IoQ in terms of such
concepts as assessment, certification, inspection, metrics,
regulation, standards, and testing.6
In the remainder of this paper, we make no fine
distinctions between the three types of infrastructure –
KI, TI, and IoQ. Instead, we use an umbrella term, namely
‘intellective infrastructure’ to include them all.
.

United Nations Industrial Development Organization.
Quality infrastructure: building trust for trade.
6
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Infrastructure: applications
A number of developments in intellective infrastructure
contribute to what we have termed the ‘rising tide’ of
grey literature. Here we focus on quality assurance in
grey literature formation, on classification progress in
citation and bibliography, on new tools for discovery
and retrieval, and on the value of alliances to leverage
resources.

Quality assurance
A common criticism of grey literature concerns quality
assurance. It is widely believed that grey literature is not
peer reviewed and that, as a result, its quality is
doubtful. ‘Don’t cite grey literature: it’s not peer
reviewed’, some professors tell their students.
There is, of course, some truth to these arguments. Yet
that truth is limited, for a number of reasons. First, as a
means of quality assurance, peer review is in any case
highly imperfect. By what standards are (a) the
commissioners of peer review (such as journal editors)
appointed, (b) peer reviewers appointed, and (c) peer
reviews evaluated? It is widely believed that reviews are
highly dependent on the selection of reviewers – the
same work may receive widely differing reviews. The
method thus lacks reliability, as evidenced by the high
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and growing rate of retraction of journal papers,
including papers published in journals that have been
deemed highly reputable and which have been widely
cited. Though the advice ‘Don’t cite grey literature: it’s
not peer reviewed’ supposedly serves to sharply
differentiate such grey literature from scholarly journal
papers, it in fact needs to be complemented by a second
adage: ‘Don’t trust journal papers either, even though
they have been peer reviewed’.
But, in any case, it’s by no means always true that grey
literature is not peer reviewed. According to Amanda
Lawrence, in an article entitled ‘Influence seekers: the
production of grey literature for policy and practice’,
much grey literature is peer reviewed and, in addition,
other means of quality assurance are employed:
Some definitions of grey literature state that it is not
peer-reviewed, causing further confusion (often to be
found in online guides produced by university libraries).
In fact, a significant amount, but certainly not all, grey
literature is formally peer-reviewed or reviewed in some
other way such as by an expert advisory group. While
concerns about the quality of grey literature are often
raised, and are well justified for some material, just
under two thirds of organisations surveyed indicate that
they ‘often or always’ conduct an internal review or use
an advisory group (60%) or have their work peerreviewed (55%), with about a quarter (26%) using an
external board to review prior to publication (26%)…
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Almost all organisations surveyed (90%) undertake basic
editing and formatting of their content in-house and
professional editing is used by 39% of producing
organisations. This is cause for considerable optimism as
an indicator of a fairly high level of scrutiny and
validation occurring within many organisations
producing policy grey literature and makes it clear that
we cannot assume it has not been peer reviewed or
otherwise quality controlled.7
Clearly, a more nuanced position on grey literature is
required. The problem is not so much that it is ‘not peer
reviewed’: rather it is that it’s often unclear to readers
whether a grey literature work has been peer reviewed
and, if so, by what means and how rigorously.
There is thus an infrastructural need here. One such
initiative has involved the proposal to establish review
codes. One example originates from the Swinburne
Institute for Social Research, published by Amanda
Lawrence for the Analysis and Policy Observatory.8
Under such a proposal, a code can be used to indicate
the form of quality assurance used – for example:
o

Independent peer review

o

Expert panel review

Lawrence, Amanda. ‘Influence seekers: the production
of grey literature for policy and practice’.
8
Lawrence, Amanda. ‘Grey literature review code’.
7
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o

Internal review

o

Post-publication peer review

o

Other review process.

Ideally, such coding would be included amongst
bibliographic data, together with a brief account
(provided either within a work or via a link) of the
process used.

Citation
The process of citation plays a central role in the
reception and circulation of literature. Citation helps to
display relationships between texts and to signal which
works are making a valuable contribution or merit, or,
require attention. The value of citation depends on the
use of widely recognised and accepted means.
Means of citing books and journal papers are well
established. This is not so in the case of grey literature.
The publishers of all the major citation styles have,
however, devoted considerable care to developing
conventions for citing a variety of grey literature genres.
For example, the Harvard referencing style includes
conventions for such genres as (amongst many others)
blog posts, booklets, emails, presentations, podcasts,
standards, videos, and web pages. This represents a
form of infrastructural support.
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It is possible to envisage a virtuous circle here. As more
grey literature is cited, so more grey literature will be
accessed – and the more established the means of
citation will become.

Bibliography
The higher the quality of bibliographic information
provided about grey literature, the more such literature
will be accessed. But the diversity of grey literature
presents challenges to bibliographers: how to indicate
the nature of each work? In particular, which fields to
develop beyond the most obvious – author (where
applicable), title, publisher, and date?
There is here an infrastructural need. Various solutions
have been, or are being, developed. One such has been
a template for metadata, proposed as part of the Grey
Literature Strategies ARC Linkage project by Amanda
Lawrence.9 The template is encapsulated in the acronym,
TAPDANCE. The letters stand for the following:
o

Title/Subtitle

o

Author(s) (if applicable)

o

Producing organisation(s)

o

Date

Lawrence, Amanda. ‘Publishing online: the Tap Dance
guide’.
9
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o

Abstract/Description

o

Number of pages/Size of download/length of
video, etc.

o

Copyright/Creative commons

o

E-Location—URL link(s) to PDF, Word, HTML,
Audio, Video.

A second example of infrastructural development comes
from the Gambling Research Exchange Ontario (GREO).
GREO seeks to increase the role played by research in
the understanding of gambling. One of its chief tasks is
to facilitate readers’ access to grey literature. Steps taken
to this end have included:
1. Renaming the ‘Knowledge repository’ the
‘Evidence center’ in order to make the resource
sound less exclusively academic
2. Renaming the ‘Grey literature collection’ as, less
obscurely, ‘Specialized resources’
3. Replacing a single category, ‘Grey literature’, with
a tenfold classification
The classification comprises:
A. White papers
B. Summaries
C. Reports
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D. Visual tools
E. Multimedia
F. Instructional resources
G. Commentaries
H. Conferences and presentations
I.

Bulletins

J.

Bibliographies.10

Such a classification represents a helpful innovation in
intellective infrastructure. The categories are numerous
enough to enable worthwhile distinctions to be made
between types of literature, yet not so numerous as to
be difficult to grasp or retain. And their labelling benefits
from every-day, intuitive, language.

Discovery and retrieval
In principle, digitalisation improves the discoverability of
grey literature and the process of retrieval. Readers need
no longer make a physical journey to the locations
where grey literature is held (or request copies of works

Baxter, David, & Hilbrecht, Margo. ‘From “Grey
literature” to “Specialized resources”: rethinking
terminology to enhance grey literature access and use’.
10
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by post) and, as discussed above, the shelf-life of such
literature is extended.
The mere fact of digitalisation, however, is not sufficient
to remove all problems in these areas. That a work exists
online does not guarantee that potential users will find
it. There are challenges concerning how and where to
search.
This points to a further infrastructural need. Fortunately,
much energy has already been devoted to fulfilling this
need. Two types of solutions have emerged – first,
guides to advise on the search process and, secondly,
search tools, such as databases, dedicated repositories,
and search engines.
Numerous guides have been produced by librarians and
information scientists based in colleges, universities, and
hospitals. Typical components of such guides include:
o

Definitions
literature

o

A listing of types

o

Discussion of the advantages of using grey
literature (and sometimes the problems
associated with doing so)

o

Links to repositories and search tools

o

Practical tips.
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A typical example of a practical tip is the suggestion to
specify, when conducting an advanced search on
Google, the file type (for example, .doc, .pdf, or .ppt).
The need for guidance on searching has, in addition, led
to the publication of a book, copyrighted by the Medical
Library Association: Searching the grey literature.11
Amongst the notable contributions to the infrastructure
of search are the Bielefeld Academic Search Engine
(BASE), COnnecting REpositories (CORE), and OpenGrey.
According to the ‘About’ page of its website, the
features of BASE include the following:
o

‘Sources are indexed only after check by qualified
personnel of Bielefeld University Library’

o

‘Only document servers and journals that comply
with the specific requirements of academic
quality and relevance are included’

o

‘Correction, normalization and enrichment of
metadata by means of automated methods’.12

Thus, the search engine itself aims to contribute directly
to IoQ.

Bonato, Sarah. Searching the grey literature: a
handbook for searching reports, working papers, and
other published research.
12
Bielefeld Academic Search Engine. ‘What is BASE?’
11
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CORE is a search engine focused specifically on open
access research outputs, including those in grey
literature formats. Amongst the services it provides is
CORE Discovery, which according to the CORE website is
designed to offer
seamless and free integration into repositories.
CORE Discovery is…the only discovery system
that can locate scientific content even for items
with an unknown DOI or which do not have a
DOI.13
The website states that a key benefit is the reduction in
time that it takes readers to access the full text of
research papers.
OpenGrey is a database of grey literature produced in
Europe. Document types covered include technical
reports, research reports, dissertations, conference
papers, and official publication. The About OpenGrey
page of the OpenGrey website reports that the database
records provide bibliographic information, a bespoke
subject classification coding, and details concerning
availability and conditions of access.

Alliances
A common attraction of grey literature to producers is
that, for many of its formats, production and publication
13

CORE. ‘Core discovery’.
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require little monetary investment. Blogs, newsletters,
and slide decks, for example, need not require large
budgets and may even be free of monetary outlay.
This benefit can, however, prove deceptive. Grey
literature, if it is to be effective, typically requires time,
mental energy, and skill. Producers do not always charge
the cost of such human resources against projects and
so the costs can remain hidden.
A second drawback is that grey literature requires
promotion, a fact that does not always receive full
appreciation. In particular, the thought that works that
are published without charge to the potential user might
require little or no promotion proves seductive. In fact,
however, the absence of a paywall is rarely sufficient to
allow a work to float to the top. The world, especially the
online world, has no shortage of free-to-access material:
grey literature cannot avoid having to compete in the
attention economy.
Again, there is an infrastructural need. A solution lies in
the development of alliances. Take the case of, for
example, a research group considering the production
of a report or the hosting of a workshop. Such initiatives
present challenges. Who has a mailing list, with the
necessary data protection permissions? Who is going to
do the administration required to publicise and organise
the event? What if there is no established newsletter?
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Yet there may be organisations that already possess the
resources required. A think tank, for example, might
have an established events programme; or a
professional association might publish a periodical
containing news items, articles, and reviews. Such
organisations are often open to co-operation with third
parties and, indeed, might be hungry for contributions –
for example, in the form of guest posts on a blog or
guesting as an interviewee on a podcast. By leveraging
such infrastructure, researchers can extend the reach of
their work considerably.
A problem here, though, is that researchers don’t always
broach the possibilities of alliances sufficiently early in
the life cycle of a project. It takes time to develop
alliances, not least because of the need to build trust
between parties. And if conversations begin early on –
ideally at inception stage (before, for example, writing a
funding proposal) – there is more opportunity for parties
to respond to each other’s preferences and identify ‘winwins’. One possibility is for a research group or
organisation to establish an advisory board including
external stakeholders.
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Conclusions and recommendations
Several developments have served to increase the utility
of grey literature in research contexts. They include
general trends relating to research policy and
digitalisation. Hand in hand with such trends have come
developments in what we have called intellective
infrastructure (used as an umbrella term for KI, TI, and
IoQ).
However, a number of pressing needs remain. The world
of research communication does not always move
quickly. In the case of digitalisation, for example, some
communities -- notably information scientists, librarians,
and journal publishers -- have embraced change rapidly,
yet innovativeness is patchy. In 1936, I.A. Richards noted
that lectures remained a staple form of communication
in higher education, despite the advent, half a
millennium previously (in Western terms), of movable
print.14 This remains true. And despite the advent of the
microprocessor and the internet many institutions
continue to require the submission of theses in hard
copy (rendering the use of hypertext impossible).
If the development of communications is patchy, this is
still more the case when it comes to training and
development (T&D) of researchers in relation to
communications. By ‘development’ here we refer to such
14

Richards, Ivor A. The philosophy of rhetoric.
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processes as coaching, mentoring, work placements, and
internships. We note that formal training, in the form of
courses or workshops, is not always the most effective or
cost-effective means of development.
A key input in terms of resources for research consists of
grants and sponsorships, yet many researchers receive
little or no T&D in the writing of bids and proposals.
Similarly, a key output of research consists of journal
papers, yet by no means all researchers receive T&D in
the writing and publication of papers. Where such
staples of research communication as proposals and
papers are dealt with in ad hoc fashion, it is no surprise
that T&D development focused on grey literature is
even less well resourced. How many researchers receive
T&D, for example, on the writing of online content or
white papers, the use of photography or design, or the
art of interviewing or being interviewed on podcasts or
vlogs?
Thus our first recommendation is addressed
primarily to researcher developers. It is that the
strategic importance of grey literature should be
reflected in T&D programmes.
A more specific recommendation concerns a particular
aspect of the above, namely guidance on how to
formulate funding proposals. Where sponsors require or
desire communication of research beyond research
communities themselves, a communication strategy that
relies wholly on journal and conference papers will not
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serve. Neither will vague allusions to activity – for
example, ‘building a website’ or ‘using social media’.
Researchers require T&D on how to incorporate into
proposals specific, concrete, plans for grey literature,
used strategically.
Such proposals need to include in their proposed
budgets lines for communication costs – for example,
the commissioning of editorial, design, or translation
services. Where researchers shy away from specifying
such costs, the potential sponsor is likely to conclude
that little or no communication with stakeholders
beyond research communities will occur.
Thus our second recommendation is addressed
primarily to researchers – and also to researcher
developers and research support teams. It is that in
their funding proposals researchers should include
accounts of their proposed communication
strategies involving grey literature, supported by the
associated costings. In addition, researchers would
benefit from T&D on how to do this.
Our third recommendation concerns the development of
alliances with organisations. We have argued that such
alliances, because they enable leverage of resources,
represent a critical component of intellective
infrastructure. Yet effective alliances are not always easy
to form and there is an art to doing so. Thus here too
there is a need for T&D.
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Capacity-building in the area of the development of
alliances may be thought of as pump priming: T&D
requires the commitment of resources, but can through
leverage provide access to far greater resources, in
terms of intellective infrastructure, in due course.
Thus our third recommendation is addressed both to
researchers and researcher developers. It is that
researchers should recognise the strategic role of
alliances in the communication of research – and
would benefit from T&D relating to the
development of organisational alliances.
Our final recommendation concerns terminology. We
have argued above that there are objective grounds for
concluding that grey literature merits greater strategic
attention than it commonly receives. However, such an
argument, like grey literature itself, necessarily competes
in the attention economy. A handicap here derives from
the term ‘grey literature’, which is, frankly, dull. If one
were to create from a scratch a term to attract attention
to the phenomenon, ‘grey literature’ would not be that
term: it does not set the pulse racing.
We therefore propose that, though the term ‘grey
literature’ is long established, it should be replaced. Our
candidate term for this purpose is ‘silver literature’ – a
term that conveys a greater sense of lustre and value.
Thus our fourth and final recommendation is
addressed to all stakeholders involved with grey
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literature. It is that henceforth we should speak not
of grey literature, but of silver.
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Further reading
Irenee Daly & Aoife Brophy Haney. 53 interesting
ways to communicate your research. This book
provides practical guidance on an array of
communication methods.
Herbert A. Simon, ‘The bottleneck of attention:
connecting thought with motivation’. The conception
of an economy of attention is widely recognised as
having originated with this open access paper. It
establishes the problem of scarcity of attention in
relation to an abundance of information.
Martin de Saulles. Information 2.0: new models of

information
production,
distribution
and
consumption. This book provides a concise overview of
the contexts in which research communication generally,
including grey literature, is produced and used.
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has long played a role in research communication. General
trends concerning digitalisation and government policy have
tended to raise the profile of grey literature somewhat. For
further impetus, developments in soft (‘intellective’)
infrastructure are required and, indeed, have already been
occurring. Such developments concern bibliography, citation,
discovery, quality assurance, retrieval, together with the
development of organisational alliances. The main implication
is that researchers need to include grey literature in their
communication strategies. This in turn has implication in the
training and development of researchers, specifically in relation
to the production of grey literature, the formulation of funding
proposals, and the development of alliances. Finally, it is
proposed that replacing the phrase ‘grey literature’ with ‘silver
literature’ would help to better convey the value of such
literature.
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